Jeep 4.0 conversion wiring harness

The 4. I've have listed below the parts and major procedures. As with any modification you may
encounter different scenarios pertaining to your vehicle. I bought my 4. It's a good idea when
looking for a motor to ask about getting the computer ECM and wiring harness. You will also
need to get a external fuel pump, or you can go through the hassle of getting a wrangler one
and dropping you fuel tank and sticking it there. The external fuel pump is mounted near the
front of the gas tank skid plate along with a fuel filter. Another key part of the swap is the
crankshaft position indicator. I chose to buy this from Hesco rather than drilling up my
bellhousing. The Hesco kit comes with a new vibration dampner with the CPI that mounts using
3 bolts on the front of the oil pan. It is real easy and convenient to hook up. I mated my new 4.
At first I was concerned with a new pilot bushing because the new motor came from a Cherokee
with an automatic transmission. The pilot bushing from a T-5 transmission does not fit into a 4.
Follow along as a I go over my fun filled weekend. I did try to write most of what I did, but if I did
forget to write something it does not necessarally mean I didn't do it. I tried to write ablout the
major wrenching and problems I encountered and over came. You should allow at least a full
weekend to do the swap. I started on a Friday evening, cleaning my garage and making sure I
had plenty of room work. I would be dealing with two motors on the ground at the same time, so
I needed room to work. Take the nut off of each motor mount, remove clutch linkage, flywheel
inspection plate, then disconnect the fuel line, put a screw driver in the hose and put a clamp
around it, pull off the fuel line from the carb going to the charcoal canister. Take the air cleaner
assembly off, don't forget to put a rag or something to cover the carb. While pulling the wires off
the motor I used some manila folder labels to label the wires. The thick red wire 10 gauge is
your power wire for your fuse block inside your jeep. This wire runs to your starter solenoid and
it has a constant 12 volts. I woke up early, because I knew the day would be a long one. As there
is no instructions for this swap, I dove right in. Having gone over what I did last night, I figured I
was ready to yank out the old reliable I positioned the cherry picker over the motor and hooked
up the chains, the Chiltons manual said not to pull the motor by the manifold. Well, I challenged
the manual and hooked one chain to the manifold the other chain I bolted to the front right side
of the motor where there are a few threaded holes to use. Leaving some slack in the chain, I
went down under and unbolted the engine mounts. The hard part was removing the bellhousing
bolts. The socket extentions and universals sockets I got for my birthday really helped out! I
placed a bottle jack under the transmission along with a jack stand. The exhaust was next. I
tried to unbolt the flange, but ended up breaking one bolt. This wasn't a big deal because the
exhaust needed to be customized to fit the new 4. I went ahead and broke out the hack saw and
cut the rusted exhaust pipe about 3 inches before the transfer skidplate This will leave enough
pipe exposed so a new piece pipe can be weled up to the 4. Because I am doing this swap by
myself, I knew the hardest part would getting the separated from the T-5 trans. I applied a little
lift on the engine to get the motor off the motor mounts. One of the motor mounts was so old, it
just fell apart. I went down under and used my bottle jack to lift the transmission up a little bit.
After that, I just stood on top of my winch, I then began to shake the motor violently. After about
an hour of raising and lowering both the motor and trans, a sigh of relief came over me as the
engine just about knocked me off the front of my Jeep. A scream of joy came out of my mouth,
which caused my wife to run outside to see what happened. She thought something fell on me.
Now trying to lift the motor out, I had stumbled on something I forgot to take into consideration.
I had to play around with that a while, so if you have a lift, take your wheels off and set it on
some jacks stands or make sure cherry picker has a tall jack. You will have to manipulate, lift
and lower, the engine to get it separated from transmission. Watch any wires that might get
pinched by motor wanting to lean into the firewall and hood. Once I had the motor on the
ground, I took the flywheel off and raced down to the machine shop. When I got back to the
house, ignoring my hunger pains, I installed the 4. The Chiltons says do not reuse the old
flywheel bolts, I didn't want to challenge that one. I used some red lock-tite and torqued the
bolts. My engine was looking good, and it was just about to be dropped in. I replaced all of the
springs for the clutch fork and put on the new throwout bearing lubed with some white lithium
grease. With engine compartment empty, it was a good time to reroute the fuel line. I purchased
some high pressure rubber fuel line, remember you are going to fuel injection now, so do not go
cheap on that. Take the old rubber hose off the hardline and install the new hose routing it
along the front, but underneath the grill, use some zip strips to keep it out of the way. I will be
replacing this hose later on with stainless steel line once I get the funds. I wich I would have had
more time to really clean out the engine compartment. Also mount the ECM computer. I
mounted mine above the charcoal canister on the firewall. Before installing the 4. To save you
time and possiblity of damage, go to an Auto-Zone and get a pulley puller. I did not install the
CPI until the motor was installed. I didn't want to break it while installing the motor. Since I
prepped the 4. Also, leave the motor mounts out too, this will allow you more room to jockey the

motor up and down while lining it up with the transmission, and I thought taking it out was
difficult! After about hour or so, the motor was successfully mated to the T It was getting dark,
and I was tired and cold, so I called it quits. I felt I had accomplished a lot. I installed all the
bellhousing bolts, the starter, and flywheel inspection plate, and I hooked up the clutch linkage,
torqued the motor mount bolts making sure to hook up the chassis to engine ground wire. Next,
hook up the Hesco fuel lines to the fuel rail. These are pretty cool, just snap it on. I had to cut
the other ends shorter to get them to line up to the fuel supply line and the return line. Make
sure these are connected right. Next, I installed the radiator and used the stock hoses, fan, and
fan clutch. Since this was a Cherokee motor and the fan was mounted to right side of the motor,
when I replaced the water pump, I got a waterpump, fan and fan clutch for a 93 Wrangler reverse
rotation. I also had to get a new serpentine pulley for the water pump, the fan clutch bolt holes
for the Cherokee water pump and pulley are spaced wider than a Wrangler. I got the water pump
and fan clutch at PepBoys, the fan and pulley I had to deal with my local wrecking company.
After all that, I topped the radiator off with coolant. To install the Crankshaft Position Indicator, I
removed the three bolts on the oil pan and using the new longer bolts supplied by Hesco,
mounted the CPI. There should be about a papers width between the CPI and the dampner. I
started on the wiring harness, it is dummy proof, everything is labeled, even the injector plugs.
Mount the two relays on the firewall. You will have to purchased a MAP sensor and Oxygen
sensor. Mount the Map sensor next to the relays, I worked my way around the motor hooking up
everything and double checking it. You will have one long wire loom that needs to go back to
the rear of the Jeep. This is your fuel pump and vehicle speed sensor plugs. You will hook up
the Oxygen sensor later. I mounted my fuel pump and filter on the rear crossmember, using the
bolts that hold the gas tank skid plate on. After loosening the fuel line hardware I cut about 18
inches of hard fuel line out, I had seen a real small pipe cutter at Wal-Mart for a buck and a half
that would of really come in handy. Before mounting the fuel pump, I hooked up the two wires
from the wiring harness to the fuel pump, then put a touch of silicone on the ends to waterproof
the connection. After that, I went ahead and mounted the fuel pump and filter as an assembly.
To install the vehicle speed sensor, unscrew speedometer cable, screw vehicle speed sensor
on, screw speedometer cable to vehicle speed sensor, connect the plug from the wiring
harness. Go back now and tie the wiring harness out of harms way. Were getting theres. Now
you know those wires you labeled with the manila folder labels, well hook them up. You will
have a red wire and yellow wire from the Hesco wiring harness. The red one needs to be hooked
up to 12v constant. The yellow one hooked up to key on 12v. There are two wires on the wiring
harness that are labeled, check engine light and tach. Although this light does not have to be
hooked up, except if your in California, it is useful because you can get your trouble shooting
codes from it. You can use your old power steering hoses, they will thread into the cherokee
power steering pump. The hoses are barely long enough. Once connected, fill the power
steering resorvoir. Well I was anxious to start the motor, but I had to deal with the exhaust. I had
to wait to see if all my labor and hard work paid off, it was p. My Jeep was facing nose first in
the garage, think, think, think, nothing I could do about the muffler shop. I decided to get the
Jeep turned around, so I backed the old Motor Home down the driveway and hooked up the
strap. I never thought I'd see the Jeep strapped by an RV. I pulled the Jeep out of the garage
and hooked it up the RV via the tow bar. I know, I know, Jeep engine swap in a weekend, things
come up. I drove the R. V with the Jeep in tow into work that day. On my lunch hour, I dropped
the Jeep off at the local muffler shop. I did not want to go to Midas or a name brand place, those
guys just would not understand what I wanted, besides I'm in California, and didn't want to hear
the crap about legality, although this swap is legal in California. So, I told Jack what I wanted, a
piece of pipe welded onto the stock pipe, then going up to the exhaust manifold with an Oxygen
sensor nut welded on the pipe. It was a perfect fit, he even bolted it together with a new exhaust
flange gasket. After work, I put the oxygen sensor in that I had purchased from PepBoys, and
plugged in the final plug. Now the moment of truth. After double checking everything, and I
mean everything, I hooked up the battery cables. Wow, no smoke! While climbing out from
under the Jeep and on my way to the drivers seat, reaching in my pocket to get the key, I was
going through everything again in my mind. This was the first time I had replaced a motor, and I
did it by myself. I turned the key to the first position, acessories on. I heard the fuel pump start
and then shut off. Good news there. I proceded to turn the key to start. The motor cranked over
and quickly started. It was going to at about rpms and then it settled down to about rpms. The
idle was smooth, I quickly ran to the front looking for leaks fuel, oil, and water. I was amazed at
how quiet the mortor was running. I went ahead and kept checking everything until the motor
was at running temperature, about degrees. I got back in the drivers seat and took it for a spin.
Wow what a difference in pick up! You can really notice the extra horses. Over the next couple
of days, you will want to double check everything. Tighten bolts, check the wiring harness, and

a general overall inspection. The Centerforce II clutch, in my opinion, is definitely worth the
extra bucks. I have had no clutch slipage in a number of 4 wheeling enviornments, snow deep
and rock crawling. Rubicon, Fordyce Creek. After having doing this swap, all I can say is this is
one of the best things I have done to my Jeep. All around performance gains, over the of course
, although I do miss the lower end torque that the had. The fuel injection has compensated for
that. I guess I could rebuild my , then put the 4. Below is a list of parts that I used, where I got
them, and how much I paid for them. Replacement MAF unit.. Gen1 cigarette lighter port. Sway
Bar delete.. Copyright c OutdoorWire, Inc and MUIRNet Consulting - All Rights Reserved, no
part of this publication may be reproduced in any form without express written permission You
may link freely to this site, but no further use is allowed without the express written permission
of the owner of this material. All corporate trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. The external fuel pump and filter just in front of the fuel tank. Notice that I used the
orginal gas tank skid plate bolts, so no drilling is required. New Topics on TrailTalk. Recent
Posts on TrailTalk. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or
user name? Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template Next. Things
you will need for this swap -complete motor -complete wiring harness When you unplug the
harness from the donor, use masking tape and a marker and make little tags with words or
symbols so that you know what to plug into what. Especially the injectors -computer -relay box
-the starter for a 4. The easiest way to know what wires to cut and which ones to save is by
using a bulk head diagram, and the PCM. First work off the Bulk head. The jeep will stall every
time you let off the gas if you do not hook this up. It plugs into your transfer case the same
place your speedometer pick for you dash is so there for we need other the mechanical signal
for the speedometer and an electric signal for the computer. Trace this wire through your
harness, it will have a splice in it the wire touches the PCM, PDU and the neutral safety switch
on the automatic Transmission plug. More specifically it is on the ground pin of the starter
relay. Since the wire is actually the ground pin on the starter relay it is impossible for it to start
with out grounding this wire. Run this switch into the cab and use it as a hidden switch to stop
some one form stealing your jeep. You must ground the switch to start the jeep. Next take all
the left over ground wires in the harness and tie them together and leave a generous lead on
them so that they can be bolted to a convient spot on the jeeps firewall with out drilling new
holes. Once the harness has been thinned out go back and heat-shrink every wire that was cut.
Time to make it run The process in a nut shell: -remove, fenders, grill, hood makes life allot
easier remove the hood do not just flip it up your non-brused head will thank you -label all
connections then unplug form 2. Make sure you plug in everything to the motor; I left the
camshaft positing sensor by the distributor unplugged and it was really stumping me. Things to
double check on the wiring: -Crankshaft Positioning Sensor -Camshaft position sensor -O2
sensor -MAP sensor -Big grey connector by the alternator -Starter wiring duh -VSS- not
necessary for you to start it but if you want drive around you need it Ok time to wire in the
Cherokee harness to your jeep harness. I plugged in my bulk head connector and located the
wires I needed and just spliced them, that easy. Fire it Up After your pride and joy comes to life
double check everything so there is no fuel leaks and that all your connections are good. If the
jeep does not run -are all your sensors plugged in? Still not working? Consult the Tags: None.
All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. I'm not sure how much interest there is on here because
most of us have v8s. For those that have s that they want to convert to 4. Basically all I am
doing is taking a Cherokee or YJ donor harness and removing all the wires that are not needed
or used in the conversion to clean up the harness. I label everything you need to splice into and
test all the wire connections for the ECM and connectors to make sure they do not need to be
repaired. Then I also use the left over relays to add the headlamp switch bypass through the
PDC so your fuse and relays are cleanly inside the box. This eliminates the need for the fusible
link wire which can be a pain in the rear to replace if it busts, this allows you to just simply pull
and replace the fuse once you fix the problem. There are several unused power wires in the PDC
for items like heated rear window and accessory circuits that can be repurposed for the
accessory circuits in wagoneers with electric seats and other items that draw their juice from
the solenoid on the fender well. Just depends on what you need if you want a harness. If you
are using a starter with the solenoid built into it, the PDC also has a starter relay in it with a
nuetral safety switch wire that can be grounded or spliced into your tranny harness. This would
allow you to completely eliminate the fender solenoid and clean up the clutter under the hood.
The overall idea of this is to provide a harness that is much less the cost of the store bought
conversion harnesses and looks clean. All that would need to be done is to remove anything
not needed from the original harness and leave only stuff that is critical ie oil pressure sending
unit, temp sending unit, ac, blower motor, etc. It will look like one harness instead of two. Here
are pics of the first one I did, as I build more I'll try to get better pictures. Cherokee harness

pulled from a 91 donor All the extra wire removed and everything labeled All the wires that came
out of the harness Prices are plus shipping if you pull a usable harness and send it to me. I'm
only going to do these one at a time with payment due only after I have finished the harness and
its ready to send back to the buyer. I am willing to do obd2 harnesses but the prices will be
higher due to the added complexity. I am very interested. Not sure when I'm doing the swap yet
but I will def keep you in mind. Find all posts by pyro. All from YJs. One is a manual, the other 2
are from autos and are set up to work with an aw4 transmission. The auto harnesses can be
modified to work with a manual or FSJ transmission if need be. Any correlation between them
and reality is purely coincidental. Aside from the electric lockup, the converter can be controlled
hydraulically or swap the valvebody for one from a almost the same as except the electric
controlled lockup That's what I had planned to do with the '99 YJ case I have before I discovered
how truly strong the AW4 is. I am interested in one for a manual what are you asking for it Just
read the rest and seen the priceses I have a harness I could send you way I'll let you know for
sure if I want one by the end of next week. I would love to have a J with the 4. Find all posts by
JPSwapMohn. Yes I have a harness for it and a lot of the info I need to set it up and the ability
but if you are selling them already set up with trade of a good harness I may go that route. Just
not sure yet. I haven't run the engine yet it's all new with the 4. For the most part a stroker can
just run bigger injectors with the stock computer. Just wanted to pop my head in and say I still
do these harnesses to fund my jeep addiction, I've fine close to 15 or so if these for yjs cjs and
even xjs so far everyone has liked the end result. All times are GMT The time now is AM.
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Threads. J10 Hub conversion. Propane Conversion. New Wiring harnesses. Jeep D60 disk brake
conversion write up. One of the most significant things an installer can do to speed the
conversion process along and keep the headaches at bay is to have their factory GM harness
simplified and modified. Novak has gotten this wiring process and PCM programming down to a
science. Typically, the conversion installer will get the factory engine harness from the donor
vehicle. Novak can simplify this harness, removing unnecessary circuits, consolidating circuits,
rerouting and labelling for a simpler wire hookup into any Jeep. Make sure your PCM and
harness are compatible, if they were not pulled from the same vehicle. Intermixing PCM's and
harness can yield unexpected results. Always consult us on this before moving forward. If time
is of the essence, contact us. Please note that if your PCM or its wires are damaged or in need
of repair before it can be used, you may incur an up-charge
2006 ford f250 super duty fuse box diagram
trailblazer 2005
c6 corvette painted fuse box cover
for the additional labor. Need a cool way to attach your PCM to your Jeep? Our PCM mounting
bracket assembly is the best thing to come along in this area for some time. Please do not send
anything other than the harness with your shipment. We do not need the throttle pedal, fuse
box, battery terminals, or any other sub harnesses, just the engine wiring harness. If you are not
sure if it is part of the engine or GM chassis harness, send it and we'll discard as necessary.
Make sure to let us know your phone number and e-mail address when ordering. The Novak
shopping cart will ask for these details. We are likely to call or e-mail you with any questions

and confirmations. Please contact our sales staff for accurate lead times. Jeep Dana Model T90
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